EXPLORING REMEMBRANCE
Many Scout Groups take part in Remembrance Day events every year.
How many people really understand the significance of what they are doing?
We have resources and activities to support your group in exploring this challenging topic. These include:






The Scout Association Rolls of Honour - listing Scouts and Volunteers killed during the First and Second World Wars. These
can be searched to find out if any Scouts from your area are listed.
Scouting in the First World War Resource Pack—filled with images and activity ideas to find out about the role Scouts
played on the Home Front during the conflict. Downloadable from www.heritage.scouts.org.uk
Online exhibitions - exploring the lives and legacies of Jack Cornwall VC and Roland Philipps.

Make a Remembrance Poppy:
An easy activity which can be used to make individual poppies or a collaborative group wreath.
This activity could contribute to the achievement of a Skills challenge badge or the Cub Home
Help badge or if commemorating a local soldier part of the Local Knowledge badge.
Resources:
Red circle of thin cotton (diameter roughly 15cm)
Black button (diameter roughly 2 - 3cm)
1)

Black Cotton and needle
Safety pin or willow/wicker wreath

Pull the thread through the eye of the needle, creating a loop. Tie the two ends together with a
double, or large knot.

2)

Take your circular piece of material and sew a running stitch about 1/2 cm in from the edge.
Continue stitching all the way around the circle, keeping the stitches evenly spaced and not too
small.

3)

Once you reach the start point, pull the needle through and start to
pull the stitches together. Hold down the material in the middle and
pull out the edges slightly to form folds.

4)

Secure the gathered material in the middle with a couple of stitches
through the puff. Place a button on top of the gathered material and
sew in place.

5)

Secure the thread with a couple of small stitches at the back of the
poppy. If you are making your poppy to wear then you can sew a
safety pin on to the back. If you are making a wreath then your poppy
can be added to the wreath back.

